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I have dual tanks, I had let rear tank run completely out then switched to front tank, which
usually kicks in. Do you think that one got burnt out. How to get all doors on a Ford F to unlock
when in park then exiting vehicle. Takes time to start. Have replaced the fuel pump, fuel
pressure regulator, a crap ton of dry rotted hoses. After the storm my truck was froze up so i
tried to jump it and it wouldnt take a charge. So I got a good battery and a little Fuel and it finally
turned over but wont start and it's so cold even t Can't start my truck I took out a old battery an
put a new one in now it isn't letting me start my truck lights blinking horn blowing an I just have
one key. Which vehicle make fits the same windscreen as the ford F model. What position do I
turn the key to ensure it is in "Lock" where the whole truck is literally off? Because it has
nothing written or no indication where it is. Note my key can come out of the ignit I will be
driving down the road and all of a sudden my truck will start grabbing in the front end and
nearly slow me down or sometimes I have to pull over! How to reset computer in Ford F limited
edition. I had replaced all 8 plugs And coil packs and it did fine for about a week now it's
missing worse than it was. Even at minus 20 my truck starts with out issue. Continuously
warms up with steady heat blowing from all vents. All functions work as it's supposed to
cycling through high to low fan I have a Custom built Ford F truck. How can I list it so it is not
overpriced. This is happening at idle 6cyl. Is there a related fuse? Also while trying to g Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. You can read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site
you agree to us doing so. Ford F Questions Any type Favorite. Search Ford F Questions. Ford F
Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Ford F 1
listing. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Good experience
took awhile for the salesperson to come out and let me test drive. I had an appointment but its
presidents day so it was busy. This is one of the best dealerships that I have ever worked with..
I would not recommend this dealer. Responded initially but when I was ready to come see the
truck, no response from Sales Representative Ricky Deligny after emailing and calling. Ended
up purchasing another, higher priced truck. Car was sold , but they called me to tel me and
offered assistance finding a different model. Did not buy , only because I wanted a raptor
specifically, but dealership was helpful. They returned my call. The salesman brought it to my
garage for my mechanic to inspect. We visited as mechanics went over the vehicle. They had
papers already drawn up and I bought it. All of this took place on a Monday. I had left the
message the previous day. The dealership was about 2 hours away. Prompt service. Couldn't
have had any better service. Personal reason But basically I looked at purchasing this vehicle
Went thru everything for approval of my bank Informed them I was approved. And would be
down the next day away to get a call that evening at 7 pm they had sold it. Very nice people. The
office was closed but they met us and allowed me to drive the Hyundai. I found a different
vehicle but had a very good experience with Southside Sales. Dealer was very inconsistent. I
applied for financing and got approved for a decent interest rate, however afterwards, I had to
contact them for the offer and only then wouldn't deliver it to me even though they had said they
would have before. Terrible experience. Apparently they don't like to sell cars. Went and got
paperwork done at the bank they knew I was on the way with the check to pick up the truck and
called before I got there they sold the truck after all the paperwork was done. This is a
consignment lot. The vehicle that I was interested in was apparently in an accident. Judging
from the price, one would never know. The car had just come onto the lot and the salesman
didn't know much about the car. He did get back to me with my questions. Friendly and fast. We
had a test drive lined up and came back up to close the deal and drive the car home in 2 days.
This dealer has a great selection of vans! I enjoyed walking the lot and looking at them all.
Thank you John for the help. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford F Raptor listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Great truck. Love the ride and options it has. I have always liked
the Blue jeans metallic color too, and found a Lariat with the a equipment package. This is my
8th ford truck. I drove a ram and several GM models and they all make very nice vehicles, but I

can understand why ford continues to outpace the competition. Very comfortable ride
especially for a large 4x4. Just felt right was soon as I drove it. Love this truck. Expensive, but
arent they all. This is the 3rd F and the 2nd Lariat that we have owned. The option of a V8 or a
V6 was great. Lots of leg room for tall people and a roomy back seat. Plenty of power also.
Overall we love it for the price. Why Use CarGurus? I have a Custom built Ford F truck. How can
I list it so it is not overpriced. Custom stuff adds little to no value. Price it however you want and
buyers will decide if it is worth it or not. Bob answered 6 days ago. Some people will like you
truck, others will think it is gaudy. I think it looks awful, no offense intended. That being said
your market is severely limited because those that don't like it won't be interested in buying it.
Also, I am not a Ford hater. Good luck with selling it. The paint adds nothing and in my book
reduces the value. Like Bob says, maybe someone will like it. Keep in mind that the stuff you
added is now used stuff. Bob answered 5 days ago. What is the value of a Ford F, 4x4, engine,
automatic transmission, short box, extra cab. It has a stock 5. The trasmission is slipin and
dosent want to go in gear, I just want to get rid of it. It has a headache rack and a hitch A truck I
was interested was listed for 33, and then jumped up to 35, after the weekend. The dealership
insisted it was a mistake. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by
CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed,
screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be
removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Pricing a Custom built Ford F
truck. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related
Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure
transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. The vehicle is not in stock and are ask me
to buy another one! Not make sense to me. I have dealt with North Island Nissan in the past and
found them to be great people. I had already made a purchase however. Colton was outstanding
from the first phone call informing me of everything helping me with the sale right down to
driving the vehicle an hour and a half to deliver it Awesome service! Although I did not buy the
truck I was first interested in, there were 2 others that appealed to me. In the end, I bought the
truck that fit my needs perfectly, and the salesman and the sales process was totally effortless.
They were knowledgeable, helpful, reasonable and did not push me to buy something that
wasn't what I wanted. I highly recommend this dealership. I had asked about some features on
the vehicle and the salesperson told me to go google it. I feel lucky that I found a nice car after
several months of looking, I wasn't separated and my patience worth it. It didn't take a long time
at all to do business with Alistair. Thanks guys. I am very happy so far with my Accent. I am
glad we made business. Thanks to CarGurus! The truck that led me to auto hub was exactly as
advertised with no hidden surprises. The guys were awesome to deal with, the facility was clean
and nice, and ultimately it appears they are very selective with their inventory. Very happy with
my purchase. Priced well. Great service. Chris was awesome. Listened and followed through
with all my requests. Quick and professional. Thnx dude. It was a good experience, the dealer is
very responsive and helpful. Good experience. Great staff, and no hassles. Really no issues.
They also add aadministration fee and licensing but I expected that. Price for value of the
vehicle was very good. Found dealer had trouble in responding to inquiries. Dealer appeared to
want to respond to all our concerns. Dealer appeared to be open about the condition and how
they priced the vehicle. This truck had a deposit on it but I dealt in another truck. Later that day
the manager called and said they would accept the offer but I had already bought a different
truck Longhorn at another dealer. Good sales person. Very good experience in buying the truck,
everything went well. Very nice staff. Great service Great experience dealing with everyone
here. Truck was delivered in perfect condition. Very pleased. Dealership was prompt in reply,
professional, mostly honest although I'm having some doubt about the veracity of some of their
claims now. Time shall tell. Code postal. Rayon 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km National. Les
meilleures offres en premier. Utilisateur CarGurus. Image non disponible. Pourquoi utiliser
CarGurus? Recently I have had a problem getting it to go into gear, not all the time. Just
sometimes. The shifter moves freely from park to drive. All over. But you never hear it "pop"
into gear. Eventually it will shift. Sometimes if I step on the gas a little. I know this will just get
worse. Any help diagnosing? Or what to check first. Jay answered 4 years ago. OJ answered 4
years ago. It sounds like the shift lever will go into the correct position, but the transmission will
not engage. If stepping on the gas more causes the vehicle to move, it could be torque
converter problems. Jay answered 3 years ago. GuruDDW2V answered 3 years ago. I have a f
and sometimes when you start the engine it will not go in gear. It's automatic drive. Andres
answered about a year ago. GuruDDW2V answered about a year ago. Yes I did. I found out it
was a brake pedal sensor. It cost No more problems. Guru9DHG33 answered 3 months ago.
Thanks it sounds like this could be my Trible Most times you can move the shifter in whatever

gear you want but sometimes the shifter will not come out of park It does seem like when you
press several times on the beak pedal it allows it to release So that would make sense it would
be a sensor. Thanks for the info. Hey everyone I have a f Lariate automatic that I work on and
use as a second car. The shif We have replaced the clutch, slave cylinder, master cylinder, and
have tried to bleed the clutch for air. It still has problems going into gear and bleeding the
clutch is not working. The transmission started acting funny a day prior to this, down shifting
unexpectedly and having tro We replaced the timing chain and phasers with all new parts
double checked the timing to be sure, still can't get it to idle or stay love while shifting into gear.
Any suggestions? Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express
the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your cookie
choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. F won't go into gear. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a
new Ford F question. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from
top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Ford F 1 listing. Used Cars for Sale.
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The vehicle is not in stock
and are ask me to buy another one! Not make sense to me. I have dealt with North Island Nissan
in the past and found them to be great people. I had already made a purchase however. Colton
was outstanding from the first phone call informing me of everything helping me with the sale
right down to driving the vehicle an hour and a half to deliver it Awesome service! Although I
did not buy the truck I was first interested in, there were 2 others that appealed to me. In the
end, I bought the truck that fit my needs perfectly, and the salesman and the sales process was
totally effortless. They were knowledgeable, helpful, reasonable and did not push me to buy
something that wasn't what I wanted. I highly recommend this dealership. I had asked about
some features on the vehicle and the salesperson told me to go google it. I feel lucky that I
found a nice car after several months of looking, I wasn't separated and my patience worth it. It
didn't take a long time at all to do business with Alistair. Thanks guys. I am very happy so far
with my Accent. I am glad we made business. Thanks to CarGurus! The truck that led me to auto
hub was exactly as advertised with no hidden surprises. The guys were awesome to deal with,
the facility was clean and nice, and ultimately it appears they are very selective with their
inventory. Very happy with my purchase. Priced well. Great service. Chris was awesome.
Listened and followed through with all my requests. Quick and professional. Thnx dude. It was a
good experience, the dealer is very responsive and helpful. Good experience. Great staff, and
no hassles. Really no issues. They also add aadministration fee and licensing but I expected
that. Price for value of the vehicle was very good. Found dealer had trouble in responding to
inquiries. Dealer appeared to want to respond to all our concerns. Dealer appeared to be open
about the condition and how they priced the vehicle. This truck had a deposit on it but I dealt in
another truck. Later that day the manager called and said they would accept the offer but I had
already bought a different truck Longhorn at another dealer. Good sales person. Very good
experience in buying the truck, everything went well. Very nice staff. Great service Great
experience dealing with everyone here. Truck was delivered in perfect condition. Very pleased.
Dealership was prompt in reply, professional, mostly honest although I'm having some doubt
about the veracity of some of their claims now. Time shall tell. A true American legend and the
most popular entry in Ford's market-dominating F-Series of trucks, the Ford F has long been
favored as a workhorse for farm and ranch, as well as a choice for tuners and off-road
enthusiasts. Available in a wide variety of trims and configurations, the rugged Ford F delivers
exceptional functionality and power to spare. Although styles and options have changed
through the years, reliability and durability remain the hallmark of this solid pickup. It's no
wonder the F continues to be a mainstay in Ford's line and a favorite bargain in the used-truck
marketplace. The F grew out of the Ford F-Series trucks, which date back to The F made its
debut in for the model year, as part of the sixth generation of the F-Series. Ford designed the F
specifically to meet upcoming federal emissions requirements. Since the F, which was also in
production at the time, was often referred to as a half-ton pickup, the F became unofficially
known as a heavy half-ton pickup. That year, the F-Series became the best-selling truck in the U.
Once the F entered the F-Series lineup, it never left. Currently in its seventh generation the 12th
generation overall for the F-Series , the F straddles the line between daily commuter and
light-duty work truck. It sits on a high-strength hydro-formed chassis and delivers a car-like ride
and handling, yet offers impressive towing capacity of between 10, and 17, pounds, depending
on the engine and drivetrain configuration. Inside, features like the Ford Sync communications
system give the cabin a high-tech feel. In an effort to improve the F's fuel economy, Ford adds
two new EcoBoost V6 engines to the range of powerplants available for A new 3. It's expected

to be the more fuel efficient of the two. The V6 engines join a range of available V8 engines,
including a new hp, 6. The powerplants drive the various F trucks through two available
transmissions and either rear-wheel- or four-wheel-drive configurations. In addition, buyers can
chose from Regular Cab, SuperCab, and SuperCrew body styles, as well as three bed lengths of
5. The F's nimble handling, despite its size, continues to impress owners and reviewers,
although all admit the F feels at times like the large truck it is. Despite a number of
improvements to the chassis, some still find the ride too harsh, especially over rough roads.
Ford has gone to great lengths to give the cabin a more car-like feel, with above-average fit and
finish, and a relatively quiet driving experience for passengers. With the arrival of the F's
current generation still relatively fresh it debuted in , it will more than likely not see any
significant updates for a number of years. However, Ford continues to tweak the F lineup with
engine, feature, and trim updates to meet the needs and interests of a wide range of buyers.
One area of expansion could be at the lower end, since the Ford Ranger compact pickup truck
will disappear after the model year. Buyers can expect the F to pick up the slack, which explains
the arrival of the more fuel-efficient V6 engines for low-end trims. Rumors of a diesel powerplant
for the F remain unfounded, but potential buyers can expect Ford to continue to develop more
efficient powerplants in the coming years, as the automaker attempts to strike a delicate
balance between fuel economy and the high levels of performance buyers expect from the
country's top-selling pickup truck. By the time the Ford F arrived in showrooms in , the F-Series
pickup trucks had long been an American institution. Dating back to the mids, the F-Series
established itself as a workhorse as well as a cultural icon. By the sixth generation, when the F
debuted, the F-Series came in a wide range of trims and configurations, powered by an equally
wide range of V6 and V8 engines. In addition, the F-Series was built in a number of plants in the
U. Ford designed the F to fill a niche between the F and F It quickly became popular with
farmers and ranchers, as well as off-roaders, and accounted for one-third of F-Series sales in its
first year. Body styles included a two-door cab, four-door crewcab, and four-door supercab,
while available engines included a hp, 5. Also in '78, Ford added a hp Cleveland V8 to the range
of available engines. Outside, the F displayed an aluminum-bar grille and round headlights with
black accents, although the Lariat trim featured rectangular headlights when it debuted. The
Ford F received a redesign in , when the F-Series' seventh generation debuted. The F's exterior
displayed a square shape in the front end, with flat panels and sharply creased edges. A new
four-speed automatic joined the options list, and four-wheel-drive 4WD trims featured a new
independent front suspension. Engine choices included the Windsor V8, the Cleveland V8, and
a hp, 4. In , Ford dropped the Ranger trim designation from the F-Series lineup, since the
automaker decided to use that name for its new series of compact pickup trucks. Also in '82, the
F displayed a new front grille equipped with the blue Ford oval logo, making its first appearance
on the F-Series trucks. In , the F became the first F-Series truck offered with an available diesel
engine, which put out hp. For the model year, Ford discontinued the F, making the F the
entry-level truck in the F-Series lineup. In , Ford offered the F with an optional fuel-injected 5.
The F's square-shouldered shape was rounded off a little for the F-Series' eighth generation,
which debuted in Rear antilock brakes became a standard feature, making the F and the entire
F-Series the first trucks with this type of safety equipment. By , all powerplants available for the
F, including a beefy hp, 7. Buyers could also equip the F with an available five-speed
transmission in ' Off-roaders welcomed the addition of automatic locking hubs on
4WD-equipped F trims for However, the technology was not extended to other F-Series trucks
until , demonstrating the important position the F held in the automaker's lineup. The F received
a more streamlined exterior design in , when the ninth-generation F-Series debuted. In addition,
Ford re-introduced the F with a flareside bed, which placed the rear wheel wells outside the bed,
rather than inside. It was a look that helped distinguish the first three generations of the
F-Series, and gave the F a hunkier, retro look. The interior received a new dashboard, among
other features, while trims again included the XL, XLT, and XLT Lariat, in two-door and
four-door body styles, with short or long beds. Ford also added a new hp turbodiesel V8 to the
engine lineup. For , Ford introduced a sporty SVT Lightning trim, which came equipped with a
number of first-time features, including gas shocks, inch aluminum wheels, and a sport-oriented
suspension tuned by race-car driver Jackie Stewart. Power came from a hp, 5. A year later, in ,
Ford added a driver's-side airbag and CFC-free air conditioning as standard features for certain
trims, while a CD player, remote keyless entry, and a power-adjustable driver's seat were among
the options. By the time the 10th-generation F-Series arrived in , the squarish look for the front
end had completely disappeared, replaced by a rounded, more aerodynamic design. In fact, the
10th generation represented the F-Series' first full redesign since Uncertain if the new
appearance and plusher interiors would appeal to dedicated truck buyers, Ford continued to
sell the ninth-generation F-Series into the '97 model year. For this generation, the top-of-the-line

Lariat trim returned to the lineup, replacing the Eddie Bauer trim level. Engine choices included
a 4. Despite the accolades it received, the F did not perform well in safety tests, causing the IIHS
to saddle it with a Poor rating for protecting passengers during frontal accidents, and placing
the F near the bottom of some safety-oriented lists. A SuperCrew body style, with four full-size
doors, rolled into showrooms in The 11th-generation F-Series, which debuted in , sat on a new
P2 platform, resulting in longer by 6 inches and wider by 4 inches cabs. For the first time, all
cabs had four doors, with the Regular cabs receiving rear-hinged half-doors. The SuperCrew
retained its four full doors. Initially for the 11th generation, Ford offered the F with only two
Triton V8 engines, a base hp, 4. The V8s were paired with a four-speed automatic transmission,
and for the first time Ford mounted the shift lever on the floor. Four-wheel antilock brakes came
standard. Ford also continued to offer a limited-edition version of the previous-generation's F,
called the Heritage, which included an updated grille. In addition, in '09 Ford updated the F's
frame to make it lighter and more rigid, and the current 12th-generation F debuted at the North
American International Auto Show in Detroit. Even though the Ford F retains a fairly good resale
value, prospective buyers should have little problem finding a version they want at a price they
can afford, given the sheer numbers of Fs produced over the years. In , for instance, Ford
offered the F in no less than 51 different configurations, and for more than three decades the F
was the best-selling truck in America. If you extrapolate the numbers, you can quickly see the
vast number of choices available to prospective F buyers. The F's 11th generation, produced
from to , would probably be a good place to start for prospective buyers. The 11th generation
received a new platform, which resulted in more spacious cabs. In addition, all trims offered the
convenience of four doors, as well as the aerodynamic exterior lines introduced with the 10th
generation. In the safety department, four-wheel antilock brakes became a standard feature for
the 11th generation. Buyers who place safety at a high priority should avoid the 10th-generation
F, which was built from to , since it received a Poor safety rating from the IIHS. On the other
hand, the F was awarded Truck of the Year by Motor Trend, and added such trims as the Harley
Davidson and the King Ranch to the F lineup, making trucks from this generation well worth a
look. In recent years, the F has taken a big step in improving interior comfort, with such trims as
the Harley Davidson and Platinum approaching luxury-sedan levels, thanks to features like
leather seating and heated rear seats. Ford also equips its late-model Fs with its Sync
communications system, which gives the cabs a high-tech feel. These trims offer unique
opportunities for buyers. On the other hand, those seeking something other than fully decked
out Fs should have no problems finding plenty of solid, dependable entry-level XL and XLT
trims, including those from the truck's earliest generations, which continue to make good buys.
We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos, our filters can
help with that too. Used Ford F for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Postal Code. Radius
25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Find Ford F listings in your area Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Image Not Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. The Ford
F-Series pickup truck has been the bestselling vehicle in the United States for decades, so a lot
is at stake with any redesign. The Ford F plays it safe, with changes that are small. The modern
pickup truck has to play the role of commuter car, grocery-getter, long-haul road tripper, and
children's shuttle bus. And yet, these trucks still have to tow and haul whatever and whenever.
Not only t. Ford F Reviews Review. Great truck. Love the ride and options it has. I have always
liked the Blue jeans metallic color too, and found a Lariat with the a equipment package. This is
my 8th ford truck. I drove a ram and several GM models and they all make very nice vehicles,
but I can understand why ford continues to outpace the competition. Very comfortable ride
especially for a large 4x4. Just felt right was soon as I drove it. Love this truck. Expensive, but
arent they all. This is the 3rd F and the 2nd Lariat that we have owned. The option of a V8 or a
V6 was great. Lots of leg room for tall people and a roomy back seat. Plenty of power also.
Overall we love it for the price. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Calgary AB. Ford dealers in
Edmonton AB. Ford dealers in Halifax NS. Ford dealers in Montreal QC. Ford dealers in Ottawa
ON. Ford dealers in Quebec QC. Ford dealers in Toronto ON. Ford dealers in Vancouver BC.
Ford dealers in Winnipeg MB. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Took too long 2 days if I recall to receive a response. I purchased a truck at a different
dealer. A salesperson was excellent I would highly recommend Emma very nice and supportive
and yeah very positive experience. I recommend avoiding this dealer. I emailed them about

scheduling a test drive. They told me they were booked for the rest of the day, but I could swing
by the next morning. They then took all my information in case anything changed. I showed up
for my test drive the next morning, and they told me that they sold the car the previous day
offered to sell me different cars. It was a complete waste of time and I won't be going back to
this dealership. Very helpful sales staff. The experience was top notch and I would highly
recommend Capital Ford Lincoln. This dealer responded quickly and was very helpful. Dan was
very helpful in trying to make a deal for my trade in and pricing for new F I give him high points
for his efforts. Sandeep replied immediately and supplied me with car facts and photos. Was
very nice. Even offered another GLA that he had available that was in the same price range and
was single person owner. Very misleading about the price of the vehicle they tried to sell me on
after they said the original was sold telling me it was almost the price when it was 4k difference
and will say just about anything to get you to sign, not surprised they don't have the customer
service award from Ford! We'll help you find great deals among tens of thousands of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, or photos,
our filters can help with that too. New Ford F for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All Years. Postal
Code. Radius 25 km 50 km 75 km km km km Nationwide. Find Ford F listings in your area
Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Lowest price first.
Request Information. Authorized Ford Dealer. CarGurus User. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers
in Calgary AB. Ford dealers in Edmonton AB. Ford dealers in Halifax NS. Ford dealers in
Montreal QC. Ford dealers in Ottawa ON. Ford dealers in Quebec QC. Ford dealers in Toronto
ON. Ford dealers in Vancouver BC. Ford dealers in Winnipeg MB. Ford F For Sale. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I worked with the Salesman named
Leon, he was very professional, very courteous, and very polite. He handle this sale very
professional. He ensured that we as customers were very satisfied with every aspect of the deal
from the vehicle to the purchase. I would recommend him to anyone who are in the market to
purchase a vehicle. Great communication and superb attention to detail. They made it so
difficult. Dealer sent email saying they called. I constantly sent emails and could not get a
response nor did I see calls. I told them I prefer email contact. Extremely persistent and
knowledge. Tony exhibited excellent customer service skills. Dealer contacted me promptly by
email. When I asked over the phone if the price was negotiable he said it was. After driving out
there the dealer stated that the price was not negotiable. Also, I did test drive the vehicle,
however, the empty light was on. I only drove it about a mile away from the dealership in fear of
running out of gas. Sent in app go not responses after, ask for documents not really needed.
Kept asking for info sent is did not receive ran a MORTGAGE credit report on me not sure why
tried calling finance manager several time no return calls. Great dealership! Worth the drive for
me! Very helpful and easy to work with staff. I bought the car! I was actually looking for rear
wheel drive and white. I now own this vehicle. They let my wife and I drive it without the
salesman being with us which I really liked. The only issue we had was the wait to get in
financing to sign the paperwork for vehicle. Decent folks. However they rejected my offer and
then dropped the price to my offer 4 days later. So far my experience has been great, Austin has
been very responsive regarding my questions and interests. Vehicle I inquired on had some
issues upon test drive, but he seemed very motivated to have the vehicle looked over. Hoping to
make the purchase soon! Hopefully all is fixed and I drive away! Nick and Austin did a good job
with the sale. The showroom is small with good cars as and they are selective with the clients
they serve. I only have the car for a few days and my mechanic has found things that have to be
repaired which is costly for me, but nothing major. There should be better preparation of the car
before selling it. Overall, they were professional and the car seems to be fine. Was very
professional and would like to purchase my next vehicle with this dealership. Quickly contacted
me and made me aware the car was already sold. They followed up with an email with other
similar types of vehicles that may be of interest to me. All of their descriptions of the trims were
inaccurate. I was interested in several of their cars but when I questioned the discrepancy they
tried to sell me on services they offered to make the trim as described. Absolutely a bait and
switch experience. This business is amazingly straight-forward, transparent, honest, respectful,
and gives such professional and personable treatment toward a older female buyer. I was
thankfully shocked and so pleased with how I was treated in comparison with other used and
larger car dealerships. In the future, I will only buy used vehicles from this business. I drove
away with confidence in a reliable, safe, clean vehicle at a very fair price. You can trust Matt and
David. Great customer service. Have found multiple problems with the truck since getting it

home and using it. The dealer responded, but they are too far from my location. I am willing to
drive 1. I'm sure the dealer is fine, but just too far to go. Very easy deal. No pressure, no hassle.
We were in and car bought within 30 minutes. Very friendly people. Everyone at the dealership
Is very knowledgeable and was very helpful with the selling and purchasing of our new vehicle.
Will definitely ship here again. Bobby and his crew were very helpful and a top notch crew. They
helped me get into the truck I was looking for. The sales person didn't care about my purchase.
I wasn't contacted until a couple days after my initial contact. It was a pleasure meeting MR.
ROB he give me the upmost respect he also had a great customer service We bought the truck
and are extremely happy with it and the honesty and integrity of the owners of southeast
automotive. We will refer them to everybody we can. Kieth is your guy! I had an great
experience, I came out to Newman after looking online for the car I was interested in. I had a
great experience car shopping with Keith. He reached out to me quickly and was very
responsive without pressuring me. He was patient, prompt, personable, objective, and took his
time answering all of my questions. Although I purchased a car at a different dealership, I
recommend Keith without anyreservations. I did not buy their vehicle but it was no fault of
theirs. Steve Garner and Colleen were great to work with and where quick to respond and follow
up with information. They are excellent. Very fair deal. Even finance was pleasant. When it's
time - I'll visit again. Very responsive and good guys to deal with. I think they stress for quality
and fairness. I am still working with them to find the right vehicle for us. They contacted me
quickly, asked me some questions to see what discounts I was eligible for, and then gave me a
good price quote. A true American legend and the most popular entry in Ford's
market-dominating F-Series of trucks, the Ford F has long been favored as a workhorse for farm
and ranch, as well as a choice for tuners and off-road enthusiasts. Available in a wide variety of
trims and configurations, the rugged Ford F delivers exceptional functionality and power to
spare. Although styles and options have changed through the years, reliability and durability
remain the hallmark of this solid pickup. It's no wonder the F continues to be a mainstay in
Ford's line and a favorite bargain in the used-truck marketplace. The F grew out of the Ford
F-Series trucks, which date back to The F made its debut in for the model year, as part of the
sixth generation of the F-Series. Ford designed the F specifically to meet upcoming federal
emissions requirements. Since the F, which was also in production at the time, was often
referred to as a half-ton pickup, the F became unofficially known as a heavy half-ton pickup.
That year, the F-Series became the best-selling truck in the U. Once the F entered the F-Series
lineup, it never left. Currently in its seventh generation the 12th generation overall for the
F-Series , the F straddles the line between daily commuter and light-duty work truck. It sits on a
high-strength hydro-formed chassis and delivers a car-like ride and handling, yet offers
impressive towing capacity of between 10, and 17, pounds, depending on the engine and
drivetrain configuration. Inside, features like the Ford Sync communications system give the
cabin a high-tech feel. In an effort to improve the F's fuel economy, Ford adds two new
EcoBoost V6 engines to the range of powerplants available for A new 3. It's expected to be the
more fuel efficient of the two. The V6 engines join a range of available V8 engines, including a
new hp, 6. The powerplants drive the various F trucks through two available transmissions and
either rear-wheel- or four-wheel-drive configurations. In addition, buyers can chose from
Regular Cab, SuperCab, and SuperCrew body styles, as well as three bed lengths of 5. The F's
nimble handling, despite its size, continues to impress owners and reviewers, although all admit
the F feels at times like the large truck it is. Despite a number of improvements to the chassis,
some still find the ride too harsh, especially over rough roads. Ford has gone to great lengths to
give the cabin a more car-like feel, with above-average fit and finish, and a relatively quiet
driving experience for passengers. With the arrival of the F's current generation still relatively
fresh it debuted in , it will more than likely not see any significant updates for a number of
years. However, Ford continues to tweak the F lineup with engine, feature, and trim updates to
meet the needs and interests of a wide range of buyers. One area of expansion could be at the
lower end, since the Ford Ranger compact pickup truck will disappear after the model year.
Buyers can expect the F to pick up the slack, which explains the arrival of the more fuel-efficient
V6 engines for low-end trims. Rumors of a diesel powerplant for the F remain unfounded, but
potential buyers can expect Ford to continue to develop more efficient powerplants in the
coming years, as the automaker attempts to strike a delicate balance between fuel economy and
the high levels of performance buyers expect from the country's top-selling pickup truck. By the
time the Ford F arrived in showrooms in , the F-Series pickup trucks had long been an American
institution. Dating back to the mids, the F-Series established itself as a workhorse as well as a
cultural icon. By the sixth generation, when the F debuted, the F-Series came in a wide range of
trims and configurations, powered by an equally wide range of V6 and V8 engines. In addition,
the F-Series was built in a number of plants in the U. Ford designed the F to fill a niche between

the F and F It quickly became popular with farmers and ranchers, as well as off-roaders, and
accounted for one-third of F-Series sales in its first year. Body styles included a two-door cab,
four-door crewcab, and four-door supercab, while available engines included a hp, 5. Also in
'78, Ford added a hp Cleveland V8 to the range of available engines. Outside, the F displayed an
aluminum-bar grille and round headlights with black accents, although the Lariat trim featured
rectangular headlights when it debuted. The Ford F received a redesign in , when the F-Series'
seventh generation debuted. The F's exterior displayed a square shape in the front end, with flat
panels and sharply creased edges. A new four-speed automatic joined the options list, and
four-wheel-drive 4WD trims featured a new independent front suspension. Engine choices
included the Windsor V8, the Cleveland V8, and a hp, 4. In , Ford dropped the Ranger trim
designation from the F-Series lineup, since the automaker decided to use that name for its new
series of compact pickup trucks. Also in '82, the F displayed a new front grille equipped with the
blue Ford oval logo, making its first appearance on the F-Series trucks. In , the F became the
first F-Series truck offered with an available diesel engine, which put out hp. For the model year,
Ford discontinued the F, making the F the entry-level truck in the F-Series lineup. In , Ford
offered the F with an optional fuel-injected 5. The F's square-shouldered shape was rounded off
a little for the F-Series' eighth generation, which debuted in Rear antilock brakes became a
standard feature, making the F and the entire F-Series the first trucks with this type of safety
equipment. By , all powerplants available for the F, including a beefy hp, 7. Buyers could also
equip the F with an available five-speed transmission in ' Off-roaders welcomed the addition of
automatic locking hubs on 4WD-equipped F trims for However, the technology was not
extended to other F-Series trucks until , demonstrating the important position the F held in the
automaker's lineup. The F received a more streamlined exterior design in , when the
ninth-generation F-Series debuted. In addition, Ford re-introduced the F with a flareside bed,
which placed the rear wheel wells outside the bed, rather than inside. It was a look that helped
distinguish the first three generations of the F-Series, and gave the F a hunkier, retro look. The
interior received a new dashboard, among other features, while trims again included the XL,
XLT, and XLT Lariat, in two-door and four-door body styles, with short or long beds. Ford also
added a new hp turbodiesel V8 to the engine lineup. For , Ford introduced a sporty SVT
Lightning trim, which came equipped with a number of first-time features, including gas shocks,
inch aluminum wheels, and a sport-oriented suspension tuned by race-car driver Jackie
Stewart. Power came from a hp, 5. A year later, in , Ford added a driver's-side airbag and
CFC-free air conditioning as standard features for certain trims, while a CD player, remote
keyless entry, and a power-adjustable driver's seat were among the options. By the time the
10th-generation F-Series arrived in , the squarish look for the front end had completely
disappeared, replaced by a rounded, more aerodynamic design. In fact, the 10th generation
represented the F-Series' first full redesign since Uncertain if the new appearance and plusher
interiors would appeal to dedicated truck buyers, Ford continued to sell the ninth-generation
F-Series into the '97 model year. For this generation, the top-of-the-line Lariat trim returned to
the lineup, replacing the Eddie Bauer trim level. Engine choices included a 4. Despite the
accolades it received, the F did not perform well in safety tests, causing the IIHS to saddle it
with a Poor rating for protecting passengers during frontal accidents, and placing the F near the
bottom of some safety-oriented lists. A SuperCrew body style, with four full-size doors, rolled
into showrooms in The 11th-generation F-Series, which debuted in , sat on a new P2 platform,
resulting in longer by 6 inches and wider by 4 inches cabs. For the first time, all cabs had four
doors, with the Regular cabs receiving rear-hinged half-doors. The SuperCrew retained its four
full doors. Initially for the 11th generation, Ford offered the F with only two Triton V8 engines, a
base hp, 4. The V8s were paired with a four-speed automatic transmission, and for the first time
Ford mounted the shift lever on the floor. Four-wheel antilock brakes came standard. Ford also
continued to offer a limited-edition version of the previous-generation's F, called the Heritage,
which included an updated grille. In addition, in '09 Ford updated the F's frame to make it lighter
and more rigid, and the current 12th-generation F debuted at the North American International
Auto Show in Detroit. Even though the Ford F retains a fairly good resale value, prospective
buyers should have little problem finding a version they want at a price they can afford, given
the sheer numbers of Fs produced over the years. In , for instance, Ford offered the F in no less
than 51 different configurations, and for more than three decades the F was the best-selling
truck in America. If you extrapolate the numbers, you can quickly see the vast number of
choices available to prospective F buyers. The F's 11th generation, produced from to , would
probably be a good place to start for prospective buyers. The 11th generation received a new
platform, which resulted in more spacious cabs. In addition, all trims offered the convenience of
four doors, as well as the aerodynamic exterior lines introduced with the 10th generation. In the
safety department, four-wheel antilock brakes became a standard feature for the 11th

generation. Buyers who place safety at a high priority should avoid the 10th-generation F, which
was built from to , since it received a Poor safety rating from the IIHS. On the other hand, the F
was awarded Truck of the Year by Motor Trend, and added such trims as the Harley Davidson
and the King Ranch to the F lineup, making trucks from this generation well worth a look. In
recent years, the F has taken a big step in improving interior comfort, with such trims as the
Harley Davidson and Platinum approaching luxury-sedan levels, thanks to features like leather
seating and heated rear seats. Ford also equips its late-model Fs with its Sync communications
system, which gives the cabs a high-tech feel. These trims offer unique opportunities for
buyers. On the other hand, those seeking something other than fully decked out Fs should have
no problems finding plenty of solid, dependable entry-level XL and XLT trims, including those
from the truck's earliest generations, which continue to make good buys. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Ford F Email
me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not
Available. Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. The Ford F-Series pickup truck has been the
bestselling vehicle in the United States for decades, so a lot is at stake with any redesign. The
Ford F plays it safe, with changes that are small. The modern pickup truck has to play the role
of commuter car, grocery-getter, long-haul road tripper, and children's shuttle bus. And yet,
these trucks still have to tow and haul whatever and whenever. Not only t. Wade Ford. Courtesy
Ford Conyers. Ford F Reviews Review. Great truck. Love the ride and options it has. I have
always liked the Blue jeans metallic color too, and found a Lariat with the a equipment package.
This is my 8th ford truck. I drove a ram and several GM models and they all make very nice
vehicles, but I can understand why ford continues to outpace the competition. Very comfortable
ride especially for a large 4x4. Just felt right was soon as I drove it. Love this truck. Expensive,
but arent they all. This is the 3rd F and the 2nd Lariat that we have owned. The option of a V8 or
a V6 was great. Lots of leg room for tall people and a roomy back seat. Plenty of power also.
Overall we love it for the price. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in
Lawrenceville GA. Ford dealers in Covington GA. Ford dealers in Canton GA. Ford dealers in
Carrollton GA. Ford dealers in Gainesville GA. Ford dealers in Rome GA. Ford dealers in Athens
GA. Ford dealers in Lagrange GA. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. The easiest car buying experience you could ever ask for. Contacted me quickly once
I requested information and Samantha was very pleasant throughout the whole process. Will be
strongly recommending Autolocity Motors to all friends and family. Overall it was an excellent
experience. They are a no pressure dealer and provided free car fax reports for all of their
vehicles. They have a great selection of vehicles at great prices. I would definitely recommend it
to everyone. Salesperson was amazing, car is in fabulous condition. Couldn't ask for a better
purchsse. If you are looking at a no frills no pressure place to buy a car give these guys a
chance. They had plenty of of cars between 4k and 10k and the purchase process was as easy
as I can ever remember. Great option if you want something different than the usual dealers in
town. Lee was very professional and reached out to me when I showed interest in a suv I was
looking at. He answered any questions that I had without hesitation. When I asked if any of my
friends knew about him they recommended him. Never told vehicle wasn't able to check out
before I got there. Once there told in 2 weeks the vehicle would be available to test drive. Set up
appointment to test drive. So when the day came, they confirmed the appointment, and I drove
nearly 45mins to the dealership. Upon getting there they tell the vehicle was being worked and
and they didn't have the keys. So basically they wasted my Saturday morning and my time.
They answered the phone and didn't bs or exaggerate. A step in the right direction. Good
experience took awhile for the salesperson to come out and let me test drive. I had an
appointment but its presidents day so it was busy. They answered all my questions, were
helpful without being pushy and I think genuinely helpful whatever my decision would be.
Questionable quality and knowledge about truck I looked at. I inspected it and I noticed the AC
pump was missing and hoses were tied up with wire, they had no idea it was like that. Looked at
another truck and that had 3 different types of tires on it and rears were bald. This is one of the
best dealerships that I have ever worked with.. I would not recommend this dealer. Responded
initially but when I was ready to come see the truck, no response from Sales Representative
Ricky Deligny after emailing and calling. Ended up purchasing another, higher priced truck. Car

was sold , but they called me to tel me and offered assistance finding a different model. Did not
buy , only because I wanted a raptor specifically, but dealership was helpful. A true American
legend and the most popular entry in Ford's market-dominating F-Series of trucks, the Ford F
has long been favored as a workhorse for farm and ranch, as well as a choice for tuners and
off-road enthusiasts. Available in a wide variety of trims and configurations, the rugged Ford F
delivers exceptional functionality and power to spare. Although styles and options have
changed through the years, reliability and durability remain the hallmark of this solid pickup. It's
no wonder the F continues to be a mainstay in Ford's line and a favorite bargain in the
used-truck marketplace. The F grew out of the Ford F-Series trucks, which date back to The F
made its debut in for the model year, as part of the sixth generation of the F-Series. Ford
designed the F specifically to meet upcoming federal emissions requirements. Since the F,
which was also in production at the time, was often referred to as a half-ton pickup, the F
became unofficially known as a heavy half-ton pickup. That year, the F-Series became the
best-selling truck in the U. Once the F entered the F-Series lineup, it never left. Currently in its
seventh generation the 12th generation overall for the F-Series , the F straddles the line between
daily commuter and light-duty work truck. It sits on a high-strength hydro-formed chassis and
delivers a car-like ride and handling, yet offers impressive towing capacity of between 10, and
17, pounds, depending on the engine and drivetrain configuration. Inside, features like the Ford
Sync communications system give the cabin a high-tech feel. In an effort to improve the F's fuel
economy, Ford adds two new EcoBoost V6 engines to the range of powerplants available for A
new 3. It's expected to be the more fuel efficient of the two. The V6 engines join a range of
available V8 engines, including a new hp, 6. The powerplants drive the various F trucks through
two available transmissions and either rear-wheel- or four-wheel-drive configurations. In
addition, buyers can chose from Regular Cab, SuperCab, and SuperCrew body styles, as well as
three bed lengths of 5. The F's nimble handling, despite its size, continues to impress owners
and reviewers, although all admit the F feels at times like the large truck it is. Despite a number
of improvements to the chassis, some still find the ride too harsh, especially over rough roads.
Ford has gone to great lengths to give the cabin a more car-like feel, with above-average fit and
finish, and a relatively quiet driving experience for passengers. With the arrival of the F's
current generation still relatively fresh it debuted in , it will more than likely not see any
significant updates for a number of years. However, Ford continues to tweak the F lineup with
engine, feature, and trim updates to meet the needs and interests of a wide range of buyers.
One area of expansion could be at the lower end, since the Ford Ranger compact pickup truck
will disappear after the model year. Buyers can expect the F to pick up the slack, which explains
the arrival of the more fuel-efficient V6 engines for low-end trims. Rumors of a diesel powerplant
for the F remain unfounded, but potential buyers can expect Ford to continue to develop more
efficient powerplants in the coming years, as the automaker attempts to strike a delicate
balance between fuel economy and the high levels of performance buyers expect from the
country's top-selling pickup truck. By the time the Ford F arrived in showrooms in , the F-Series
pickup trucks had long been an American institution. Dating back to the mids, the F-Series
established itself as a workhorse as well as a cultural icon. By the sixth generation, when the F
debuted, the F-Series came in a wide range of trims and configurations, powered by an equally
wide range of V6 and V8 engines. In addition, the F-Series was built in a number of plants in the
U. Ford designed the F to fill a niche between the F and F It quickly became popular with
farmers and ranchers, as well as off-roaders, and accounted for one-third of F-Series sales in its
first year. Body styles included a two-door cab, four-door crewcab, and four-door supercab,
while available engines included a hp, 5. Also in '78, Ford added a hp Cleveland V8 to the range
of available engines. Outside, the F displayed an aluminum-bar grille and round headlights with
black accents, although the Lariat trim featured rectangular headlights when it debuted. The
Ford F received a redesign in , when the F-Series' seventh generation debuted. The F's exterior
displayed a square shape in the front end, with flat panels and sharply creased edges. A new
four-speed automatic joined the options list, and four-wheel-drive 4WD trims featured a new
independent front suspension. Engine choices included the Windsor V8, the Cleveland V8, and
a hp, 4. In , Ford dropped the Ranger trim designation from the F-Series lineup, since the
automaker decided to use that name for its new series of compact pickup trucks. Also in '82, the
F displayed a new front grille equipped with the blue Ford oval logo, making its first appearance
on the F-Series trucks. In , the F became the first F-Series truck offered with an available diesel
engine, which put out hp. For the model year, Ford discontinued the F, making the F the
entry-level truck in the F-Series lineup. In , Ford offered the F with an optional fuel-injected 5.
The F's square-shouldered shape was rounded off a little for the F-Series' eighth generation,
which debuted in Rear antilock brakes became a standard feature, making the F and the entire
F-Series the first trucks with this type of safety equipment. By , all powerplants available for the

F, including a beefy hp, 7. Buyers could also equip the F with an available five-speed
transmission in ' Off-roaders welcomed the addition of automatic locking hubs on
4WD-equipped F trims for However, the technology was not extended to other F-Series trucks
until , demonstrating the important position the F held in the automaker's lineup. The F received
a more streamlined exterior design in , when the ninth-generation F-Series debuted. In addition,
Ford re-introduced the F with a flareside bed, which placed the rear wheel wells outside the bed,
rather than inside. It was a look that helped distinguish the first three generations of the
F-Series, and gave the F a hunkier, retro look. The interior received a new dashboard, among
other features, while trims again included the XL, XLT, and XLT Lariat, in two-door and
four-door body styles, with short or long beds. Ford also added a new hp turbodiesel V8 to the
engine lineup. For , Ford introduced a sporty SVT Lightning trim, which came equipped with a
number of first-time features, including gas shocks, inch aluminum wheels, and a sport-oriented
suspension tuned by race-car driver Jackie Stewart. Power came from a hp, 5. A year later, in ,
Ford added a driver's-side airbag and CFC-free air conditioning as standard features for certain
trims, while a CD player, remote keyless entry, and a power-adjustable driver's seat were among
the options. By the time the 10th-generation F-Series arrived in , the squarish look for the front
end had completely disappeared, replaced by a rounded, more aerodynamic design. In fact, the
10th generation represented the F-Series' first full redesign since Uncertain if the new
appearance and plusher interiors would appeal to dedicated truck buyers, Ford continued to
sell the ninth-generation F-Series into the '97 model year. For this generation, the top-of-the-line
Lariat trim returned to the lineup, replacing the Eddie Bauer trim level. Engine choices included
a 4. Despite the accolades it received, the F did not perform well in safety tests, causing the IIHS
to saddle it with a Poor rating for protecting passengers during frontal accidents, and placing
the F near the bottom of some safety-oriented lists. A SuperCrew body style, with four full-size
doors, rolled into showrooms in The 11th-generation F-Series, which debuted in , sat on a new
P2 platform, resulting in longer by 6 inches and wider by 4 inches cabs. For the first time, all
cabs had four doors, with the Regular cabs receiving rear-hinged half-doors. The SuperCrew
retained its four full doors. Initially for the 11th generation, Ford offered the F with only two
Triton V8 engines, a base hp, 4. The V8s were paired with a four-speed automatic transmission,
and for the first time Ford mounted the shift lever on the floor. Four-wheel antilock brakes came
standard. Ford also continued to offer a limited-edition version of the previous-generation's F,
called the Heritage, which included an updated grille. In addition, in '09 Ford updated the F's
frame to make it lighter and more rigid, and the current 12th-generation F debuted at the North
American International Auto Show in Detroit. Even though the Ford F retains a fairly good resale
value, prospective buyers should have little problem finding a version they want at a price they
can afford, given the sheer numbers of Fs produced over the years. In , for instance, Ford
offered the F in no less than 51 different configurations, and for more than three decades the F
was the best-selling truck in America. If you extrapolate the numbers, you can quickly see the
vast number of choices available to prospective F buyers. The F's 11th generation, produced
from to , would probably be a good place to start for prospective buyers. The 11th generation
received a new platform, which resulted in more spacious cabs. In addition, all trims offered the
convenience of four doors, as well as the aerodynamic exterior lines introduced with the 10th
generation. In the safety department, four-wheel antilock brakes became a standard feature for
the 11th generation. Buyers who place safety at a high priority should avoid the 10th-generation
F, which was built from to , since it received a Poor safety rating from the IIHS. On the other
hand, the F was awarded Truck of the Year by Motor Trend, and added such trims as the Harley
Davidson and the King Ranch to the F lineup, making trucks from this generation well worth a
look. In recent years, the F has taken a big step in improving interior comfort, with such trims as
the Harley Davidson and Platinum approaching luxury-sedan levels, thanks to features like
leather seating and heated rear seats. Ford also equips its late-model Fs with its Sync
communications system, which gives the cabs a high-tech feel. These trims offer unique
opportunities for buyers. On the other hand, those seeking something other than fully decked
out Fs should have no problems finding plenty of solid, dependable entry-level XL and XLT
trims, including those from the truck's earliest generations, which continue to make good buys.
We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Ford F for Sale Nationwide. All Years to All

Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford F listings in your area
Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first.
Request Information. CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Read more. The Ford F-Series
pickup truck has been the bestselling vehicle in the United States for decades, so a lot is at
stake with any redesign. The Ford F plays it safe, with changes that are small. The modern
pickup truck has to play the role of commuter car, grocery-getter, long-haul road tripper, and
children's shuttle bus. And yet, these trucks still have to tow and haul whatever and whenever.
Not only t. Ford F Reviews Review. Great truck. Love the ride and options it has. I have always
liked the Blue jeans metallic color too, and found a Lariat with the a equipment package. This is
my 8th ford truck. I drove a ram and several GM models and they all make very nice vehicles,
but I can understand why ford continues to outpace the competition. Very comfortable ride
especially for a large 4x4. Just felt right was soon as I drove it. Love this truck. Expensive, but
arent they all. This is the 3rd F and the 2nd Lariat that we have owned. The option of a V8 or a
V6 was great. Lots of leg room for tall people and a roomy back seat. Plenty of power also.
Overall we love it for the price. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in
Chicago IL. Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles
CA. Ford dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA.
Ford dealers in Washington DC. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you
safe. Very helpful understanding. The Honda cr-v ex sed has to many miles. And thay
understood my situation. If thay get anything with in my budget thay will call. Thank you. I've
received initial contact messages but no response when I replied. I went back in and re-sent the
information request today. I then received the same message, I reply and then nothing more. I
sent an inquiry about this vehicle asking 1 question Its really not hard. Went to see Honda but
ended up buying Nissan Rogue. They disinfected and kept social distance. Very good
experience. Everyone at business very nice and helpful. Not friendly at all!!! I wanted to get the
negotiations over with through email before I made a 2 hour drive to the dealership. They told
me to bring a check for that dollar amount and "then we will talk"!!! Who even talks to a
potential buyer like this?!?! Bait and switch dealer. Advertise laramie, but pictures are Big Horn.
Very shady. Do not buy from. Could not make it to see the vehicle before it was sold but the
sales rep did keep me informed along the way. Dealership replied to my request very quickly
They also answered all my questions. I have an appointment on Monday morning. Very open
and informative. The staff was helpful and enthusiastic. Unfortunately I did not end up
purchasing a vehicle because I decided to buy a new car but they seemed like a decent
dealership. Great dealership and very happy with my new Camaro. Thank you to Josh V. Dealer
was quick to contact me and give me a complete cost for the vehicle. They also explained that
this vehicle was a "RAV vehicle" which is a manufacturer buyback car. The Dealer was very
helpful, I did the numbers and the price is to much at this time. I will be looking again in October
and better prepared to make a purchase. Great to work with. Will definitely recommend this
dealership! Bought the car online and had it delivered straight to my door. Katie and Ely get 5.
Someone from this dealership responded right away and an appointment was made to see the
car same day. The sales representative was friendly, courteous and knowledgeable and had the
car ready for our review and test drive. We completed the deal the next morning and are very
pleased with our purchase and experience. Helpful, not pushy. Some really nice and helpful
people. They knew I was just kicking tires. And that I was going to look at another as well. But
even the Finance manager came out to talk with me. I drove over an hour to see the vehicle. I do
not regret the trip. If I had not bought the other vehicle. Girl liked the red instead of the blue. I
would feel comfortable buying from them. My F will be ready to trade in soon. I will keep them in
mind. The sales representative contacted me in a timely manner. He introduced himself and
answered my question. He contacted me a couple of days later to follow up. It was a pleasure
interacting with the sales rep and Tindol Ford. Nice people. Felt comfortable. We were able to
take a long test drive and felt no pressure to buy. Unfortunately our salesperson was very busy
so we had a lengthy wait however there was fresh coffee and plenty of seating. They were very
easy to do business with. We made the deal in a couple emails. Great price, nice trade in value
for the old car, pre-qualification speeds up the process, love the vehicle. Absolutely love my
new car!!!! Outstanding customer service so happy with my new purchase!!! I contacted the
dealer and did receive a reply but had questions from the repair report that was sent to me and
never received an e-mail back from the dealer. Chris was pleasant to speak with and answered
my questions. Unfortunately, the vehicle wasn't what I was looking for. Would recommend this
dealership. Gordon was a good salesman and was helpful and not pushy. I got a pre approval
before going in and suggest doing that because it was helpful in the buying process. After
repeated requests to stop sending annoying texts, I finally had to tell them to remove me from
customer list. For all I know, they might be a great dealership, but their marketing model is rude

at best and flat out invasive and annoying at worst. A true American legend and the most
popular entry in Ford's market-dominating F-Series of trucks, the Ford F has long been favored
as a workhorse for farm and ranch, as well as a choice for tuners and off-road enthusiasts.
Available in a wide variety of trims and configurations, the rugged Ford F delivers exceptional
functionality and power to spare. Although styles and options have changed through the years,
reliability and durability remain the hallmark of this solid pickup. It's no wonder the F continues
to be a mainstay in Ford's line and a favorite bargain in the used-truck marketplace. The F grew
out of the Ford F-Series trucks, which date back to The F made its debut in for the model year,
as part of the sixth generation of the F-Series. Ford designed the F specifically to meet
upcoming federal emissions requirements. Since the F, which was also in production at the
time, was often referred to as a half-ton pickup, the F became unofficially known as a heavy
half-ton pickup. That year, the F-Series became the best-selling truck in the U. Once the F
entered the F-Series lineup, it never left. Currently in its seventh generation the 12th generation
overall for the F-Series , the F straddles the line between daily commuter and light-duty work
truck. It sits on a high-strength hydro-formed chassis and delivers a car-like ride and handling,
yet offers impressive towing capacity of between 10, and 17, pounds, depending on the engine
and drivetrain configuration. Inside, features like the Ford Sync communications system give
the cabin a high-tech feel. In an effort to improve the F's fuel economy, Ford adds two new
EcoBoost V6 engines to the range of powerplants available for A new 3. It's expected to be the
more fuel efficient of the two. The V6 engines join a range of available V8 engines, including a
new hp, 6. The powerplants drive the various F trucks through two available transmissions and
either rear-wheel- or four-wheel-drive configurations. In addition, buyers can chose from
Regular Cab, SuperCab, and SuperCrew body styles, as well as three bed lengths of 5. The F's
nimble handling, despite its size, continues to impress owners and reviewers, although all admit
the F feels at times like the large truck it is. Despite a number of improvements to the chassis,
some still find the ride too harsh, especially over rough roads. Ford has gone to great lengths to
give the cabin a more car-like feel, with above-average fit and finish, and a relatively quiet
driving experience for passengers. With the arrival of the F's current generation still relatively
fresh it debuted in , it will more than likely not see any significant updates for a number of
years. However, Ford continues to tweak the F lineup with engine, feature, and trim updates to
meet the needs and interests of a wide range of buyers. One area of expansion could be at the
lower end, since the Ford Ranger compact pickup truck will disappear after the model year.
Buyers can expect the F to pick up the slack, which explains the arrival of the more fuel-efficient
V6 engines for low-end trims. Rumors of a diesel powerplant for the F remain unfounded, but
potential buyers can expect Ford to continue to develop more efficient powerplants in the
coming years, as the automaker attempts to strike a delicate balance between fuel economy and
the high levels of performance buyers expect from the country's top-selling pickup truck. By the
time the Ford F arrived in showrooms in , the F-Series pickup trucks had long been an American
institution. Dating back to the mids, the F-Series established itself as a workhorse as well as a
cultural icon. By the sixth generation, when the F debuted, the F-Series came in a wide range of
trims and configurations, powered by an equally wide range of V6 and V8 engines. In addition,
the F-Series was built in a number of plants in the U. Ford designed the F to fill a niche between
the F and F It quickly became popular with farmers and ranchers, as well as off-roaders, and
accounted for one-third of F-Series sales in its first year. Body styles included a two-door cab,
four-door crewcab, and four-door supercab, while available engines included a hp, 5. Also in
'78, Ford added a hp Cleveland V8 to the range of available engines. Outside, the F displayed an
aluminum-bar grille and round headlights with black accents, although the Lariat trim featured
rectangular headlights when it debuted. The Ford F received a redesign in , when the F-Series'
seventh generation debuted. The F's exterior displayed a square shape in the front end, with flat
panels and sharply creased edges. A new four-speed automatic joined the options list, and
four-wheel-drive 4WD trims featured a new independent front suspension. Engine choices
included the Windsor V8, the Cleveland V8, and a hp, 4. In , Ford dropped the Ranger trim
designation from the F-Series lineup, since the automaker decided to use that name for its new
series of compact pickup trucks. Also in '82, the F displayed a new front grille equipped with the
blue Ford oval logo, making its first appearance on the F-Series trucks. In , the F became the
first F-Series truck offered with an available diesel engine, which put out hp. For the model year,
Ford discontinued the F, making the F the entry-level truck in the F-Series lineup. In , Ford
offered the F with an optional fuel-injected 5. The F's square-shouldered shape was rounded off
a little for the F-Series' eighth generation, which debuted in Rear antilock brakes became a
standard feature, making the F and the entire F-Series the first trucks with this type of safety
equipment. By , all powerplants available for the F, including a beefy hp, 7. Buyers could also
equip the F with an available five-speed transmission in ' Off-roaders welcomed the addition of

automatic locking hubs on 4WD-equipped F trims for However, the technology was not
extended to other F-Series trucks until , demonstrating the important position the F held in the
automaker's lineup. The F received a more streamlined exterior design in , when the
ninth-generation F-Series debuted. In addition, Ford re-introduced the F with a flareside bed,
which placed the rear wheel wells outside the bed, rather than inside. It was a look that helped
distinguish the first three generations of the F-Series, and gave the F a hunkier, retro look. The
interior received a new dashboard, among other features, while trims again included the XL,
XLT, and XLT Lariat, in two-door and four-door body styles, with short or long beds. Ford also
added a new hp turbodiesel V8 to the engine lineup. For , Ford introduced a sporty SVT
Lightning trim, which came equipped with a number of first-time features, including gas shocks,
inch aluminum wheels, and a sport-oriented suspension tuned by race-car driver Jackie
Stewart. Power came from a hp, 5. A year later, in , Ford added a driver's-side airbag and
CFC-free air conditioning as standard features for certain trims, while a CD player, remote
keyless entry, and a power-adjustable driver's seat were among the options. By the time the
10th-generation F-Series arrived in , the squarish look for the front end had completely
disappeared, replaced by a rounded, more aerodynamic design. In fact, the 10th generation
represented the F-Series' first full redesign since Uncertain if the new appearance and plusher
interiors would appeal to dedicated truck buyers, Ford continued to sell the ninth-generation
F-Series into the '97 model year. For this generation, the top-of-the-line Lariat trim returned to
the lineup, replacing the Eddie Bauer trim level. Engine choices included a 4. Despite the
accolades it received, the F did not perform well in safety tests, causing the IIHS to saddle it
with a Poor rating for protecting passengers during frontal accidents, and placing the F near the
bottom of some safety-oriented lists. A SuperCrew body style, with four full-size doors, rolled
into showrooms in The 11th-generation F-Series, which debuted in , sat on a new P2 platform,
resulting in longer by 6 inches and wider by 4 inches cabs. For the first time, all cabs had four
doors, with the Regular cabs receiving rear-hinged half-doors. The SuperCrew retained its four
full doors. Initially for the 11th generation, Ford offered the F with only two Triton V8 engines, a
base hp, 4. The V8s were paired with a four-speed automatic transmission, and for the first time
Ford mounted the shift lever on the floor. Four-wheel antilock brakes came standard. Ford also
continued to offer a limited-edition version of the previous-generation's F, called the Heritage,
which included an updated grille. In addition, in '09 Ford updated the F's frame to make it lighter
and more rigid, and the current 12th-generation F debuted at the North American International
Auto Show in Detroit. Even though the Ford F retains a fairly good resale value, prospective
buyers should have little problem finding a version they want at a price they can afford, given
the sheer numbers of Fs produced over the years. In , for instance, Ford offered the F in no less
than 51 different configurations, and for more than three decades the F was the best-selling
truck in America. If you extrapolate the numbers, you can quickly see the vast number of
choices available to prospective F buyers. The F's 11th generation, produced from to , would
probably be a good place to start for prospective buyers. The 11th generation received a new
platform, which resulted in more spacious cabs. In addition, all trims offered the convenience of
four doors, as well as the aerodynamic exterior lines introduced with the 10th generation. In the
safety department, four-wheel antilock brakes became a standard feature for the 11th
generation. Buyers who place safety at a high priority should avoid the 10th-generation F, which
was built from to , since it received a Poor safety rating from the IIHS. On the other hand, the F
was awarded Truck of the Year by Motor Trend, and added such trims as the Harley Davidson
and the King Ranch to the F lineup, making trucks from this generation well worth a look. In
recent years, the F has taken a big step in improving interior comfort, with such trims as the
Harley Davidson and Platinum approaching luxury-sedan levels, thanks to features like leather
seating and heated rear seats. Ford also equips its late-model Fs with its Sync communications
system, which gives the cabs a high-tech feel. These trims offer unique opportunities for
buyers. On the other hand, those seeking something other than fully decked out Fs should have
no problems finding plenty of solid, dependable entry-level XL and XLT trims, including those
from the truck's earliest generations, which continue to make good buys. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Ford F Email
me price drops and new listings for these results. Best deals first. Marloz Statesville Statesville,

NC CarGurus User. Authorized Ford Dealer. Image Not Available. Read more. The Ford F-Series
pickup truck has been the bestselling vehicle in the United States for decades, so a lot is at
stake with any redesign. The Ford F plays it safe, with changes that are small. The modern
pickup truck has to play the role of commuter car, grocery-getter, long-haul road tripper, and
children's shuttle bus. And yet, these trucks still have to tow and haul whatever and whenever.
Not only t. Burns Ford. Felix Sa
change a plug
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bates Ford Lincoln. Ford F Reviews Review. Great truck. Love the ride and options it has. I have
always liked the Blue jeans metallic color too, and found a Lariat with the a equipment package.
This is my 8th ford truck. I drove a ram and several GM models and they all make very nice
vehicles, but I can understand why ford continues to outpace the competition. Very comfortable
ride especially for a large 4x4. Just felt right was soon as I drove it. Love this truck. Expensive,
but arent they all. This is the 3rd F and the 2nd Lariat that we have owned. The option of a V8 or
a V6 was great. Lots of leg room for tall people and a roomy back seat. Plenty of power also.
Overall we love it for the price. Why Use CarGurus? Ford dealers in Charlotte NC. Ford dealers
in Lancaster SC. Ford dealers in Salisbury NC. Ford dealers in Hickory NC. Ford dealers in
Spartanburg SC. Ford dealers in Winston Salem NC. Ford dealers in Greensboro NC. Ford
dealers in Columbia SC. Ford dealers in Greenville SC.

